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Kink-like magnetotail flapping oscillations in a Harris-like current sheet with earthward growing

normal magnetic field component Bz are studied by means of time-dependent 2D linearized MHD

numerical simulations. The dispersion relation and two-dimensional eigenfunctions are obtained.

The results are compared with analytical estimates of the double-gradient model, which are found

to be reliable for configurations with small Bz up to values �0:05 of the lobe magnetic field.

Coupled with previous results, present simulations confirm that the earthward/tailward growth

direction of the Bz component acts as a switch between stable/unstable regimes of the flapping

mode, while the mode dispersion curve is the same in both cases. It is confirmed that flapping

oscillations may be triggered by a simple Gaussian initial perturbation of the Vz velocity. VC 2016
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4954388]

I. INTRODUCTION

We present a numerical study of kink-like flapping oscil-

lations performed by means of time-dependent two-dimen-

sional linearized magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations.

Flapping oscillations are long-wavelength perturbations prop-

agating in the magnetotail current sheet in transversal direc-

tion, mainly from the central part of the sheet towards the

flanks, registered in the Earth, Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn

magnetospheres.1–17 Typically (for Earth magnetotail condi-

tions), flapping waves are observed in the central part of the

midtail at distances of 10� 30 Re, where Re is the Earth

radius, propagating with a speed of 20� 60 km=s (�10 times

less than the Alfv�en velocity), an amplitude of 1� 2 Re, and

a quasiperiod of several minutes. Flapping motions in the dis-

tant magnetotail are reported in Refs. 18 and 19. Thus, these

motions are essential in magnetotail physics.

The results of our numerical simulations demonstrate a

good agreement with the so-called double-gradient (DG)

model,20,21 which allows us to investigate the model scope.

Even though the DG model is not the only mechanism to

explain flapping oscillations, recent case studies have shown

that it may suggest the best in-situ data interpretation for

some events.22,23 A detailed discussion of the DG and other

MHD24–26 and kinetic27–33 models of flapping oscillations is

provided in our previous papers.34,35 To avoid repetitions,

here we just outline briefly the essential features of the DG

model and its limitations.

The model was developed in Ref. 20 for a current sheet

of length L and half-width D, where the magnetic component

BxðzÞ � z for jzj < D is a linear function within the sheet,

and is constant outside: Bx ¼ 6B0 for jzj > D, while Bz is a

linear function of x. Here and throughout the paper, the x-
axis points tailward from the Earth, the y-axis points dawn-

ward, and the z-axis completes the righthanded system, as it

is shown in Fig. 1. Considering long-periodic oscillations of

the elongated current sheet (D=L ¼ � � 1) with a weak and

slowly varying normal magnetic component (maxðBzÞD=
maxðBxÞL ¼ �� �), the DG model predicts oscillations in

the form of a plane wave � exp½iðky� xtÞ�, where the

wavenumber k is the y-component of the wave vector

k ¼ ð0; k; 0Þ. Two different types of initial perturbation

dVzðzÞ, odd and even, produce the waves of sausage type

(lower frequencies) and kink type (higher frequencies),

respectively.

In Ref. 21, the analytical solution was obtained also for a

Harris-like current sheet (Bx � tanhðz=DÞ) with a small linear

normal magnetic component BzðxÞ. The analytical dispersion

curve of the kink mode was derived in the following form:

x ¼ xf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kD

kDþ 1

r
; (1)

xf ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

l0q
@Bx

@z

@Bz

@x

� �
z¼0

s
; (2)

where l0 is the permeability of free space and xf is the typi-

cal frequency called “flapping frequency.” The negative

product of two magnetic gradients in Eq. (2) yields imagi-

nary x and, hence, the exponentially growing perturbations,

i.e., instability. Vice versa, real x corresponds to the wave

propagating in 6y directions. Thus, for the DG mode, the

sign of the derivative @Bz=@x operates as a switch between

stable/unstable regimes, the same as for many other modes,a)Electronic mail: daniil.korovinskiy@oeaw.ac.at
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e.g., Refs. 26 and 36–43. Noteworthy, the dispersion rela-

tions (1) and (2) cover both stable and unstable modes. This

resembles the Rayleigh–Taylor instability switching to the

propagating wave, when heavy and light liquids swap places.

It was also shown that a stable configuration should demon-

strate a small gap of the total (gas þ magnetic) pressure, P,

in the center of the sheet, while a central maximum of P
yields the unstable sheet.20

The simplicity and clearness of the DG model are

achieved by a number of analytical limitations. The linear-

ized MHD equations are solved for (a) incompressible

plasma; (b) long-wavelength perturbations as compared to

the field line curvature radius, k > Rc; (c) the flapping fre-

quency xf is assumed to be constant; and (d) perturbations

are assumed to be independent of x. Thus, the model was

developed in the frame of a quasi-one-dimensional approxi-

mation; hence, further verification is not redundant.

The model was tested by means of two-dimensional lin-

earized MHD and three-dimensional full MHD simulations

of the unstable kink mode, developing in a Harris-like cur-

rent sheet44 and at the Pritchett and Coroniti41 back-

ground.34,35 It is found out that numerical growth rates are

close to the analytical prediction with xf ¼ max½xf ðxÞ� for

2D simulations and xf ¼ hxf ðxÞi for 3D simulations, where

angle brackets mean averaging. It was shown also that an

instability does not evolve when curvature radius is too large

(Rc > L > k). The perturbations were found to be almost

uniform on the x-coordinate, in support of the analytical

assumptions.34 Hence, the analytical limitations enumerated

above are partly justified. However, several open questions

remain and are addressed in the present paper: (a) Does the

analytical model match the oscillating regime? (b) How

much does compressibility contribute to the development of

oscillations? (c) How close are perturbations to the analytical

eigenfunctions? (d) How substantial is the contribution of

term �Bz neglected in the analytical solution?21

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we state

the problem and analytical approach; the numerical method

is described in Sec. III; results are presented in Sec. IV and

discussed in Sec. V.

II. PROBLEM AND APPROACH

We study kink oscillations in a Harris-like current sheet

with a small additional linearly varying normal magnetic

component. Background magnetic field and plasma pressure

are fixed as follows:

Bx ¼ �tanhðzÞ; (3)

Bz ¼ Aþ Bx; (4)

P ¼ P0 � Bþ 1

cosh2 zð Þ

 !
Axþ 0:5Bx2ð Þ

� 0:5 tanh2 zð Þ � B ln cosh zð Þð Þ; (5)

where A¼ 0.1, B ¼ �0:01, and P0 ¼ 5. Mass density is

assumed to be uniform, q0 ¼ 1. Here, the magnetic field

components are normalized to the field value at “infinity,”

B0; pressure to B2
0=ðl0Þ; spatial variables are normalized to

the sheet half-width D; and time to the Alfv�en time D=VA,

where VA is the Alfv�en velocity.

Magnetic field lines and the total pressure P for the

background configuration are shown in Fig. 2. In the x-range

0 < x < 20; Pðx; zÞ demonstrates a minimum in the center

of the sheet (z¼ 0) for any fixed value of x. However,

Pðx; 0Þ is not uniform, the pressure gap deepens from the

left to the right, reaching the lowest value (90% of P0) at

x¼ 10 and then flattens out again. In the ranges x< 0 and

x> 20, Pðx; zÞ has a bulge in the sheet center; hence, the

configuration is unstable there. Thus, the region 0 < x < 20

complies both analytical conditions of the wave mode: posi-

tive product of two magnetic gradients and central minimum

of the total pressure.

The set of compressional ideal MHD equations45 is

solved numerically using the perturbation method. All varia-

bles are represented as a sum of two terms: the equilibrium

state U0 and a small perturbation U1; hence, MHD equations

are linearized. The solution U1 is found in the form of a

wave, propagating in y-direction within the current sheet:

U1 ¼ dUðx; z; t; kÞ expðikyÞ, where the perturbation ampli-

tude is dUðx; z; t; kÞ. Therefore, the system of linearized

equations for amplitudes takes the conservative form

@ dUð Þ
@t
þ @Fx

@x
þ @Fz

@z
¼ S; (6)

where

FIG. 2. Background configuration: white curves denote magnetic field lines.

Total (gasþmagnetic) pressure is shown by a color contour plot.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the background magnetic configuration in the magnetotail

and the coordinate system as used in this paper. The Earth is to the left.
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dU ¼ ðdq; fdMig; fdBig; dEÞi¼x;y;z: (7)

The variable U denotes the vector of plasma parameters,

where Mi ¼ qVi is the momentum, E ¼ P=ðj� 1Þ þ 0:5qV2

þ0:5B2 is the total energy density, and j is the polytropic

index (the value of 5/3 is utilized if not otherwise stated).

The expressions for the flux densities Fx and Fz and for the

source function S are given in Appendix. These functions

depend on the initial state U0, on perturbations dU, on the

wave number k, on coordinates x and z, but not on coordinate

y. In this way, the initial full MHD system of equations is

reduced to a time-dependent two-dimensional problem for

complex quantities dUðx; z; t; kÞ, where the physically mean-

ingful quantities are <½dU expðikyÞ�. Simulations are seeded

with initial perturbation dU0. It is particularly convenient to

initiate simulations with a perturbation of the normal compo-

nent of the velocity, dVz0. For real dVz0 and a background

magnetic field component By¼ 0, this gives the set of eight

non-zero physically meaningful functions: <ðdqÞ cosðkyÞ;
<ðdMxÞ cosðkyÞ; =ðdMyÞ sinðkyÞ; <ðdMzÞ cosðkyÞ; <ðdBxÞ
cosðkyÞ; =ðdByÞ sinðkyÞ; <ðdBzÞ cosðkyÞ; <ðdEÞ cosðkyÞ.

Solving the system (6) for different values of the wave-

number k, we aim to obtain and investigate purely oscillating

solutions with a frequency xðkÞ. While the exact analytical

solutions of (6) cannot be derived, their estimations are pro-

vided by the DG model in the frame of a quasi-one-dimen-

sional approximation and eigenmode analysis. These

simplified solutions, presented below, form the basis for our

approach to the problem.

For perturbations � exp½iðky� xtÞ�, the DG eigenfunc-

tions of the problem are expressed via perturbations of the

normal component of velocity, dVzðz; kÞ

dq ¼ 0; (8)

dVx ¼ 0; (9)

dVy ¼
i

k

@dVz

@z
; (10)

dBx ¼ �
1

x
@Bx

@z
dVz; (11)

dBy ¼
i

kx
Bz
@2dVz

@z2
; (12)

dBz ¼
1

x
Bz
@dVz

@z
; (13)

dp ¼ � x
k2

q0

@dVz

@z
: (14)

Expressions (8)–(14) represent the solution of the system

(11)–(15) in Ref. 21 for real dVz and x. Eigenfunctions dVz,

in their turn, are expressed via Legendre functions Pl
k (see

Eq. (19), ibid.)

dVz ¼ Pl
k ½tanhðzÞ�; (15)

l ¼ �k; (16)

k ¼ � 1

2
þ 1

4
þ kxf

x

� �2
" #1=2

: (17)

For the kink mode, the parity condition requires kþ l ¼ 2m
for m ¼ f0; 1; 2; :::g. Here, quantities z, k, and x are nor-

malized, as stated above.

Thus, for any fixed value of the wavenumber k, one has

an infinite set of decreasing eigenfrequencies xmðkÞ and cor-

responding eigenfunctions. For m¼ 0, Eq. (17) yields the

dispersion relation (1) and (2), where the terms D and 1=l0

disappear due to normalization. Dispersion curves for

m ¼ f0; :::; 6g are plotted in Fig. 3, and eigenfunctions

dVzðzÞ for k¼ 1 and m ¼ f0; 1; 2g are shown in Fig. 4. For

arbitrary initial perturbation � exp½iky�, the general solution

of the simplified time-dependent system (Eq. (10) in Ref. 21)

takes the form dUðx; z; t; kÞ ¼ R1m¼0AmðkÞd~Umðx; z; kÞ
exp½�ixmðkÞt�, where d~Um are the vectors of eigenfunctions

and coefficients Am are to be found from an expansion of the

initial perturbation. The solution may also be presented in

the form of spectrum H½xðkÞ�, where the peaking frequency,

xpeak, and width, 2Dx, depend on the initial perturbation.

When the initial perturbation is given by the m-th set of

eigenfunctions (8)–(15), the spectrum has the single line at

xmðkÞ.
Generally speaking, these analytical results do not span

the true solution of the system (6). However, when the cur-

rent sheet parameters satisfy the DG model assumptions, we

suppose that DG estimates resemble the true solution with a

good accuracy. This means that if we initiate the evolution

of the sheet parameters with perturbations which are close to

the m-th set of eigenfunctions (8)–(15), we may expect that

after a transitional process, the solution of Eq. (6) does con-

verge to oscillations with a frequency close to the m-th

eigenfrequency of Eq. (17). Hence, the solution spectrum

H½xðkÞ� is supposed to have a pronounced peaking fre-

quency, xpeakðkÞ, close to xmðkÞ. The difference between

obtained values xpeakðkÞ and xmðkÞ quantifies the inaccuracy

of the DG model approach and predictions. In the current pa-

per, we use the zeroth mode of the solution (8)–(15) to

achieve the oscillating solution of the system (6). The

obtained dispersion curve is found to be rather close to the

highest branch of the analytical dispersion curve, x0ðkÞ,

FIG. 3. Normalized dispersion curves xðkÞ=xf of kink oscillations, calcu-

lated from Eq. (17), where k� k ¼ 2m, are plotted for m¼ 0 (blue), for

m¼ 1 (green), for m¼ 2 (red), for m¼ 3 (cyan), for m¼ 4 (violet), for m¼ 5

(orange), and for m¼ 6 (black).
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given in Eqs. (1) and (2), and shown by the blue curve in

Fig. 3.

III. METHOD

Equations (6) are solved numerically by means of the

3rd order central semi-discrete upwind scheme46 with open

boundary conditions @=@n ¼ 0. Semi-discrete schemes allow

any appropriate ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver

to be used for time integration of the equations for cell aver-

ages. In the simulations below, we have used the optimal (in

the sense of Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) coefficient and

the computational cost) strong stability preserving

Runge–Kutta method of the 3rd order described in Ref. 47.

The integration time step (CFL number ¼ 0:5) is adopted to

ensure the convergence of the results with respect to values

of the time step. The ðr � BÞ ¼ 0 constraint is enforced on

each time step using the method of projection.48

To initiate oscillations, two types of initial perturbations

are used. The first one is the Gaussian perturbation

dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ, resembling the analytical eigenfunction

VzðzÞ by Eq. (15) for m¼ 0, shown in Fig. 4 by the blue

curve. Another one represents a full set of analytical eigen-

functions (8)–(15) for m¼ 0, shown in Fig. 5 for

k ¼ f0:5; 1; 2g. The approximate solution (8)–(15) does not

match exactly the eigenfunctions of the two-dimensional

problem under consideration; however, it is closer than the

single Gaussian perturbation of Vz. Therefore, the numerical

solution reaches the oscillating regime more quickly if ana-

lytical eigenfunctions rather than Gaussian perturbation of Vz

are used to initialize the evolution of (6). In both cases, we

observe that after some transitional process, the solution con-

verges to damped harmonic oscillations with a frequency

close to the prediction of the DG model. The damping of

oscillations is related to numerical dissipation (that can be

decreased by reduction of the mesh steps) and to the use of

open boundary conditions.

The remnants of transitional processes and the attenua-

tion of oscillations due to numerical damping lead to an inac-

curacy of the results. Namely, for any fixed k, instead of a

single spectrum, oscillations are characterized by spectrum

curves HjðxÞ, which are calculated individually for each

quantity using fast Fourier transform. The more accurate the

numerical solution is, the more exact the spectra HjðxÞ coin-

cide. The spectra widths 2DxjðkÞ estimate the “quality” of

the DG approximation for a given parameters of the current

sheet, though additional spectral broadening results from the

numerical dissipation.

These transitional and numerical effects complicate the

accurate analysis of the numerically obtained spectra HjðxÞ.
However, when the DG model assumptions are fulfilled, the

spectra turn out to be narrow enough, and peaking frequen-

cies ~xpeak;j coincide to a high accuracy. The symbol “tilde”

is used here to separate the true eigenfrequency xðkÞ and its

approximate estimate by numerical simulations, ~xjðkÞ.
Therefore, we have used a simple approach to estimate the

frequency of oscillations. Namely, when the numerical

FIG. 4. Analytical eigenfunctions dVzðzÞ, calculated from Eq. (15), where

kþ l ¼ 2m and l ¼ �k ¼ �1, are plotted for m¼ 0 (blue), for m¼ 1

(green), and for m¼ 2 (red).

FIG. 5. Analytical eigenfunctions

(10)–(15), where kþ l ¼ 0, are plot-

ted for wavenumber values k¼ 0.5

(green), k¼ 1 (blue), and k¼ 2 (red) at

x0 ¼ 10� 1=25. Normalization:

maxðjdVzjÞ ¼ 1.
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solution of the system (6) for some fixed value of k is

obtained, the frequency of oscillations is computed at one

point in the center of the sheet by fitting the quantities

<½dqðtÞ�; <½dVxðtÞ�; =½dVyðtÞ�; <½dVzðtÞ�; <½dBxðtÞ�;
=½dByðtÞ�; <½dBzðtÞ�; <½dEðtÞ� with the functions

fjðtÞ ¼ aj expðcjtÞ sinð~xjtþ /0jÞ; j ¼ f1; 2; :::; 8g: (18)

Then, the value of the eigenfrequency x is estimated by

averaging ~x ¼ h~xji6rx. The standard deviation rx quanti-

fies the average width of spectra HjðxÞ. Numerical attenua-

tion of oscillations is quantified by negative cj.

The numerical results were tested for sensitivity to the

box crosswise size and mesh step. In Fig. 6, the wave fre-

quency ~x, calculated at the point ðx0 ¼ 10� 1=25;
z0 ¼ �1=25Þ, is plotted for three values of the wavenumber

k ¼ f0:1; 1; 10g for different values of the computational

box boundary location zmax. It is seen that for any value of k,

we can place the z-boundary far enough to make the results

independent of the boundary location. The lower the wave-

number, the wider should the computational box be, and vice

versa. This is due to the fast broadening of the eigenfunc-

tions’ profiles across the sheet with decreasing value of k, as

it is seen in Fig. 5.

The dependence of ~x on the mesh step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=2n,

where n ¼ f2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, is shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that

for a small values of k (�1 or less), we can consider n¼ 4 as

the maximal required grid refinement. For 1 < k < 5, n¼ 5

seems to be enough, while for k> 5, the furthermost refine-

ment is eligible. However, with the value n¼ 4, one can

expect the error within 10% or less for any k 2 ½0; 10�.
Fig. 8 depicts the decrement of oscillations c ¼ hcji6rc,

where cj are calculated by Eq. (18), as a function of wave

number (black curve), mesh step (colored asterisks), and

polytropic index j (colored crosses). It is seen that the

attenuation of oscillations is slower for longer wavelengths

and thinner grids. This looks reasonable for pure numerical

effect, as a decrease of the wavelength is equivalent to an

increase in the mesh step. Conformably, reduction of the

mesh step reduces numerical damping.

In the incompressible limit j!1, the decrement indi-

cates a trend to negligible values. This means that open

boundary conditions do not prevent energy outflow carried

away by acoustic mode. Comparison of the numerically

obtained frequencies with analytical estimates, presented in

Section IV, shows that the effect of these energy losses is

minor. Besides, the projection procedure used to enforce the

ðr � BÞ ¼ 0 condition also introduces some amount of dissi-

pation into the numerical scheme.

At the same time, a simple approach adopted in the cur-

rent paper leaves out all physical mechanisms of the oscilla-

tions’ damping. In the frame of an ideal MHD, several such

mechanisms may be reported. In Ref. 49, it was shown that

oscillations may lose their energy in short time (few periods)

FIG. 6. Wave frequencies ~x ¼ h~xi6rx, normalized to the analytically pre-

dicted values (1), are calculated in the point ðx0 ¼ 10� dx=2; z0 ¼ �dz=2Þ
and shown as functions of the z boundary location zmax for wavenumbers

k¼ 10 (blue), k¼ 1 (green), and k¼ 0.1 (red). Simulations are performed in

the box ½6; 14� � ½�zmax; zmax� with mesh step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=24. The values

of zmax are normalized to z0 ¼ 64 for k¼ 0.1, to z0 ¼ 8 for k¼ 1, and to z0 ¼
4 for k¼ 10.

FIG. 7. Wave frequencies ~x ¼ h~xi6rx, normalized to the analytically pre-

dicted values (1), are calculated at the point ðx0 ¼ 10� dx=2; z0 ¼ �dz=2Þ
and shown as functions of the mesh step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=2n for wavenumbers

k¼ 10 (red), k¼ 5 (blue), k¼ 1 (green), and k¼ 0.5 (black). Simulations are

carried out in the x-range ½9; 11�.

FIG. 8. Black curve: decrement of oscillations c ¼ hcji6rc as a function of

wavenumber k for polytropic index j ¼ 5=3 and mesh step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=2n

for n¼ 4. Colored asterisks show the decrement as function of the mesh step

for k¼ 5, j ¼ 5=3, n¼ 5 (green), and n¼ 6 (red). Colored crosses depict the

decrement as a function of j for wavenumber k¼ 2 and mesh step 1=24 for

j¼ 3 (green), j¼ 6 (orange), j¼ 10 (blue), and j¼ 50 (red). Calculations

are carried out in the x-range ½9; 11�; the decrement is calculated at the point

ð10� dx=2;�dz=2Þ.
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due to the interaction with the ionosphere. Three-

dimensional MHD simulations34 reveal that the flapping fre-

quency is a non-local quantity, which can be affected by

changes in remote parts of the current sheet. Furthermore, in

Ref. 50, it was demonstrated that in thin current sheets, the

Hall effect may suppress the DG mode in the direction oppo-

site to the current.

IV. RESULTS

A series of simulations is carried out in the x-range

½9; 11�, covering the deepest total pressure minimum at

x¼ 10, where the background magnetic component

jBzj � 0:01. In this region, the problem demonstrates the best

resemblance to the quasi-one-dimensional analytical model;

hence, the best agreement of the results may be expected.

Fig. 9 shows the sample solution obtained in the box

½x� z� ¼ ½9; 11� � ½�64; 64� with mesh step dx ¼ dz ¼
1=24 for k¼ 1. Normalized quantities <ðdqÞ (blue), <ðdVxÞ
(dark green), =ðdVyÞ (red), <ðdVzÞ (cyan), <ðdBxÞ (ma-

genta), =ðdByÞ (light green), <ðdBzÞ (black), and <ðdEÞ (or-

ange) are plotted in the top panel versus time in the point

ð10� dx=2;�dz=2Þ. In the bottom panel, the values aver-

aged across the sheet at the cross-section x0 ¼ 10� dx=2 are

shown. It is seen that the frequency of the sheet oscillations,

~xaver ¼ 0:0687, is almost the same to the frequency meas-

ured in the central point, ~xpoint ¼ 0:0685. This means that

the entire current sheet oscillates with the same frequency,

and oscillations may be registered far enough from the sheet

center. The transitional process from initial configuration to

the oscillatory solution is seen in the plots of dVy, dVz, and

dE at time t< 100.

The dispersion curves of the kink mode, shown in

Fig. 10, are calculated in the same box for two types of initial

perturbation: eigenfunctions (8)–(15) for all quantities (red),

or single dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ (blue). Blue points lay almost

exactly on the red curve, confirming that the result does not

depend on the type of initial perturbation if it bears a resem-

blance to the zeroth mode eigenfunctions.

One can also see that the standard deviation increases

with growing k values, meaning that the spectra broadened,

as it is shown in Fig. 11. The Fourier spectra half-width D~x
may be estimated as 0.015 for k¼ 0.4, 0.03 for k¼ 2, and

0.05 for k¼ 10. In normalized units D~x=~xpeak, this gives

	f0:3; 0:4; 0:5g, respectively. Fig. 11 illustrates that for

small and moderate wavenumbers, the value ~xpeak is the

same for all eight quantities. For high k, values ~xpeak;j start

to diverge, meaning that the accuracy of the numerical solu-

tion diminishes due to the high numerical dissipation.

Growth of D~x with growing wavenumber k means that

the analytical solution (8)–(15) deviates more and more from

the true solution of the problem (6). This is demonstrated in

FIG. 9. Solution of the system (6)

dUðtÞ for k¼ 1 is found in the box ½x�
z� ¼ ½9; 11� � ½�64; 64� with mesh

step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=24. Simulations are

seeded with dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ. Top

panel: Normalized quantities <ðdqÞ
(blue), <ðdVxÞ (dark green), =ðdVyÞ
(red), <ðdVzÞ (cyan), <ðdBxÞ (ma-

genta), =ðdByÞ (light green), <ðdBzÞ
(black), and <ðdEÞ (orange) versus

time at the point ð10� dx=2;�dz=2Þ.
In the bottom panel, the values aver-

aged across the sheet at the cross-

section x0 ¼ 10� dx=2 are shown.

FIG. 10. Numerical dispersion curves ~xðkÞ are plotted for two types of ini-

tial perturbation: eigenfunctions (8)–(15) (red) and single dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ
(blue). The analytical prediction (1) is shown by the green curve.

Simulations are performed in the box ½x� z� ¼ ½9; 11� � ½�64; 64� with

mesh step 1=24.
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Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), where analytical eigenfunctions

dVzðz; kÞ by Eq. (15) are compared to the numerical solutions

obtained in runs initiated with eigenfunctions (8)–(15) and

with dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ for k¼ 1 and k¼ 10, respectively. For

k¼ 1, both numerical curves match the analytical prediction

(15) and each other (a small discrepancy indicates the nu-

merical solution inaccuracy). For k¼ 10, curves match each

other mainly, deviating from the analytical profile (consider-

able discrepancy reveals the inaccuracy of the analytical

solution).

The numerical dispersion curves of Fig. 10 (red, blue)

demonstrate a systematical overshoot of the analytical pre-

diction (green) for k> 4 and undershoot for smaller k values.

It turns out that the difference between numerical and analyt-

ical solutions displays the contribution of the plasma com-

pressibility, which was neglected in the analytical model, but

kept in the numerical one. In Fig. 13, frequencies ~x ¼ h~xji
6rx, normalized to the corresponding analytical values, are

shown as functions of the polytropic index j for wavenum-

bers k¼ 10 (red) and k¼ 2 (blue). Fitting curves are f1 ¼
1=f1� exp½�2:42ðlgjþ 1Þ1=3�g and f2 ¼ tanhf1:44lg½17

þ 4:72j�g, respectively. It is seen that numerical values tend

to analytical predictions in the incompressible (j!1)

limit in both cases.

FIG. 11. Normalized Fourier spectra

HjðxÞ of oscillations at the point

ðx0 ¼ 10� dx=2; z0 ¼ �dz=2Þ for

wavenumber k¼ 0.4 (left), k¼ 2 (cen-

tral), and k¼ 10 (right). Simulations

are performed in the box ½9; 11� �
½�64; 64� with mesh step 1=24 and

dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ. Peaking frequencies

are shown by dashed blue lines, analyt-

ical predictions by dashed red lines.

FIG. 12. At the upper panel, profiles of <fdVzðz; x0 ¼ 10� dx=2Þg for

wavenumber k¼ 1 are shown for two runs: one initiated with dVz0 ¼
expð�z2Þ (blue); another run initiated with eigenfunctions (8)–(15) (red).

The green curve depicts the analytical solution (15). Normalization:

maxðjdVzjÞ ¼ 1. At the lower panel, the same curves are shown for k¼ 10.

FIG. 13. Frequencies of oscillations, normalized to corresponding analytical

values, are shown as functions of the polytropic index j for wavenumber

k¼ 10 (red) and k¼ 2 (blue). Fitting curves are f1 ¼ 1=f1�
exp½�2:42ðlgjþ 1Þ1=3�g and f2 ¼ tanhf1:44lg½17þ 4:72j�g, respectively.

The red curve is computed in the box ½9; 11� � ½�4; 4� with mesh step

n ¼ 1=25; the blue curve is computed in the box ½9; 11� � ½�8; 8� with mesh

step n ¼ 1=24. Polytropic index j ¼ f5=3; 3; 6; 10; 15; 20; 30; 50; 100g:
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The calculated perturbations are compared to the analyt-

ical predictions (8)–(15) in Figs. 14 and 15. Profiles of per-

turbations are computed for the wavenumber k¼ 1 at

x0 ¼ 10� 1=25 for time t¼ 200. Perturbations and analytical

quantities are normalized to the maxðjdVzjÞ. It is seen that

perturbations of velocity components Vy and Vz demonstrate

brilliant agreement, meaning that the divergence-free equa-

tion
/

@dVx=@x þ @dVy=@yþ @dVz=@z ¼ 0 used in Eq. (10)

of the work21 is fulfilled to a high accuracy. Indeed, the

perturbation of Vx is found to be really weak (the analytical

prediction is zero), contrary to the perturbation of the mass

density, which turns out to be comparable with dVz.

Perturbations of magnetic components Bx and By demon-

strate a good agreement with the analytical predictions in

amplitude. The perturbation dBz overshoots the theoretical

quantity two times and the energy perturbation occurs two

times lower than the analytical estimate, which should be

accounted for the contribution of the mass density variation.

To estimate the contribution of the terms �Bz neglected

in the analytical model,21 we ran simulations in the x-range

½1; 9�, where maxðBzÞ reaches the value of 0.09, so that the

analytical scaling assumptions fail. Fig. 16 demonstrates the

normalized Fourier spectra for k¼ 1, calculated in the center

of the sheet z0 ¼ �dz=2 at x0 ¼ f10; 8; 6; 4g � dx=2. It is

FIG. 14. Profiles of the analytically

predicted (blue) and numerically com-

puted (red) zeroth mode perturbations

fdq; dVx; dVy; dVzg are plotted for

wavenumber k¼ 1 at x0 ¼ 10� dx=2

and time t¼ 200. Normalization:

maxðjdVzjÞ ¼ 1, initial perturbation

dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ, simulation box

½9; 11� � ½�64; 64�, and mesh step

1=24.

FIG. 15. Profiles of the analytically

predicted (blue) and numerically com-

puted (red) zeroth mode perturbations

fdBx; dBy; dBz; dEg are plotted for

wavenumber k¼ 1 at x0 ¼ 10� dx=2

and time t¼ 200. Normalization:

maxðjdVzjÞ ¼ 1, initial perturbation

dVz0 ¼ expð�z2Þ, simulation box

½9; 11� � ½�64; 64�, and mesh step

1=24.
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seen that with increasing distance from the sheet center

(x¼ 10), where Bz¼ 0, spectra broaden more and more. For

x0 ¼ 4, the normalized spectra half-width D~x=~xpeak reaches

the value of 1. Corresponding profiles of <½dVzðz; x ¼ x0Þ�
are shown in Fig. 17. With decreasing value of x0 (growing

Bz), the function dVzðzÞ deviates more and more from the an-

alytical profile. This result makes the major difference with

simulations of the DG instability, where perturbation profiles

were found almost uniform on x.34

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated long-wavelength

kink-like waves propagating within the magnetotail current

sheet in transversal direction. Oscillations of that type resem-

ble well-known flapping oscillations. The system of two-

dimensional time-dependent linearized MHD equations is

solved numerically to calculate perturbations of a Harris-like

current sheet with a small additional normal magnetic com-

ponent BzðxÞ, decreasing in the tailward direction.

Numerical simulations reveal that the analytical DG

model21 provides a reliable solution, when the current sheet

parameters satisfy the model assumptions. It was shown pre-

viously that this requirement can be fulfilled in the Earth

magnetotail.51 It turns out that the most severe limitation of

the DG model is the requirement of a small normal magnetic

field component. As can be seen from Figs. 16 and 17, we

may estimate the crucial value of Bz for our particular config-

uration as 0:05 B0, where B0 is the lobe magnetic field

(�20 nT during the substorm growth phase52,53). At higher

values of Bz, the analytical profiles of perturbations mis-

match the numerical solution, while the half-width of the

Fourier spectra of perturbations, D~x, exceeds the peaking

frequency ~xpeak. Nevertheless, the value of ~xpeak stays close

to the DG model prediction.

Thus, while kink-type low-frequency (flapping) oscilla-

tions may exist even in current sheets with higher values of

Bz, the DG model may provide only estimates of their fre-

quencies, but not the profiles of perturbations. This means

that the accuracy of the analytical solution for perturbations

falls down with growing absolute value of Bz, while esti-

mates of the typical frequency of oscillations stay accurate.

The latter depends on the basic properties of the current

sheet configuration (product of two magnetic gradients and

minimum of total pressure). In our particular configuration,

the product of magnetic gradients does not change with

growing Bz, while total pressure minimum is preserved in

interval x 2 ð0; 20Þ; hence, the low dependence of the fre-

quency estimates accuracy on jBzj.
At the same time, configurations with Bz below 1� 2 nT

are commonly found in THEMIS observations,53 prior to

substorm onset near midnight at distances �11 Re. When Bz

is small, the DG model predictions demonstrate very good

FIG. 16. Normalized Fourier spectra

HjðxÞ=maxðHjÞ of oscillations for

wavenumber k¼ 1 are calculated at the

sheet center (z0 ¼ �1=25) at x0 ¼
10� dx=2 (top, left), x0 ¼ 8� dx=2

(top, right), x0 ¼ 6� dx=2 (bottom,

left), and x0 ¼ 4� dx=2 (bottom,

right). Simulations are seeded with

eigenfunctions (8)–(15) and carried out

in the range x 2 ½9; 11� for the top left

picture and x 2 ½1; 9� for others. Mesh

step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=24. The analytically

predicted frequency is plotted by

dashed red lines. Labels of the curves

are given in the legend of Fig. 11.

FIG. 17. Normalized profiles of dVzðzÞ for wavenumber k¼ 1 are plotted in

the cross-sections x0 ¼ 10� dx=2 (green), x0 ¼ 8� dx=2 (red), x0 ¼
6� dx=2 (black), and x0 ¼ 4� dx=2 (blue). Simulations are seeded with

eigenfunctions (8)–(15) and carried out in the range x 2 ½9; 11� for the green

curve and x 2 ½1; 9� for others. Mesh step dx ¼ dz ¼ 1=24.
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agreement with the numerical solution. The analytical dis-

persion curve matches the numerical one with the accuracy

up to several percents (see Fig. 10). Simulations with

increased value of polytropic index reveal that this minor

discrepancy can be explained by plasma compressibility,

neglected in the analytical model. Hence, this limitation of

the model is found to be not crucial. This supports the con-

clusion made in Ref. 51, claiming that compressibility may

be neglected in studies of low-frequency oscillations

x=ðkcsÞ � 1, where cs is the sound speed (cs 	 3 in our sim-

ulations with polytropic index j ¼ 5=3).

Then, the condition 1=Rc > k > 1=L is satisfied in our

simulations for any k 2 ½0:1; 10�, as far as Rc ¼ jBz=
ð@Bx=@zÞjz¼0 ¼ jBzj and L � jmaxðBzÞ=ð@Bz=@xÞj � 10.

However, with growing value of k, the difference between

analytical and numerical values of x increases, and Fourier

spectra of perturbations, shown in Fig. 11, broaden gradu-

ally. This is in accordance with our previous findings,34 stat-

ing that the magnetic field line curvature radius is a lower

limit for the DG mode wavelength.

A comparison of perturbation profiles with analytical

eigenfunctions (Figs. 14 and 15) demonstrates an excellent

agreement for quantities dVy and dVz, a good agreement for

dBx, and dBy, and a qualitative agreement for dBz and dE.

This represents the contribution of the underlined terms of

Eq. (10) in Ref. 21, which were neglected in an analytical so-

lution. Noteworthy, the relative magnitude of perturbation

dVx amounts to �10�3. Taking into consideration the rela-

tive phase shift d/ ¼ 111
 between dVz and dVx, calculated

by Eq. (18), we obtain maxjdVxj 	 3� 10�3, which is much

less than maxjdVzj ¼ 1; hence, no plasma motion in the

x-direction is found.

Summing up, linearized MHD simulations are found to

be a handy tool for studying flapping oscillations in the

current sheets with varying Bz component. When the latter is

small enough, the analytical DG model provides accurate

theoretical estimates. Essentially, dispersion curves of oscil-

lations, obtained here, and the corresponding instability,

studied in Ref. 44, are close to the same analytical prediction

(1) and (2). This supports the wave generation mechanism

suggested in Ref. 54. It assumes that the initial perturbation

is produced by an instability, developing in the current sheet

with tailward growing Bz. When @Bz=@x changes its sign, the

instability switches to the propagating flapping wave. The

unique dispersion relation for stable/unstable regimes on

the one hand and the frequent change of the Bz growth direc-

tion in the midtail55 on the other hand make this scenario

probable.

In our simulations, the evolution of system (6) has been

initiated either by single Gaussian perturbation of Vz or by a

set of analytical eigenfunctions (8)–(15) of zero eigenmode.

The discrepancy between these starting functions and the so-

lution of (6) grows with increasing value of k. Nevertheless,

in both cases and for all k values, the solution converges to

the same purely oscillating (up to numerical damping) mode

with identical eigenfrequency xðkÞ. This suggests that the

flapping oscillations can be triggered by arbitrary initial per-

turbations bearing some resemblance to the solutions of sys-

tem (6).

Perturbations similar to a Gaussian perturbation of Vz

velocity may be caused by many reasons. In particular, one

possible mechanism was considered in Ref. 51, where it was

shown that bursty bulk flows (BBFs) may produce kink-type

oscillations of the current sheet. This mechanism has a sub-

stantial advantage, because it may explain the non-zero x-

component of the wave vector of some flapping wave fronts

observed in the magnetotail.10 On the other hand, the DG

model represents a long-wavelength limit of the general bal-

looning mode.34 Generally speaking, the wave vector of the

latter has kx 6¼ 0, while k ¼ ð0; ky; 0Þ is a limiting case only.

In view of that, a generalization of the numerical and analyti-

cal models for the case of non-zero kx is the challenging

subject for future studies.
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APPENDIX: FLUX DENSITIES AND SOURCE
FUNCTION

The flux densities Fx and Fz, and the source function S

of the Eq. (6) are given in the following expressions:

Fx1 ¼ V0xdqþ q0dVx;

Fx2 ¼ V2
0xdqþ 2q0V0xdVx � 2B0xdBx þ dpþ ðB0 � dBÞ;

Fx3 ¼ q0ðV0xdVy þ V0ydVxÞ þ V0xV0ydq� B0xdBy � B0ydBx;

Fx4 ¼ q0ðV0xdVz þ V0zdVxÞ þ V0xV0zdq� B0xdBz � B0zdBx;

Fx5 ¼ 0;

Fx6 ¼ V0xdBy þ B0ydVx � B0xdVy � V0ydBx;

Fx7 ¼ V0xdBz þ B0zdVx � B0xdVz � V0zdBx;

Fx8 ¼ dðÊVxÞ � B0x½ðB0 � dVÞ þ ðV0 � dBÞ� � ðB0 � V0ÞdBx;

Fz1 ¼ V0zdqþ q0dVz;

Fz2 ¼ q0ðV0xdVz þ V0zdVxÞ þ V0xV0zdq� B0zdBx � B0xdBz;

Fz3 ¼ q0ðV0ydVz þ V0zdVyÞ þ V0yV0zdq� B0zdBy � B0ydBz;

Fz4 ¼ V2
0zdqþ 2q0V0zdVz � 2B0zdBz þ dpþ ðB0 � dBÞ;

Fz5 ¼ V0zdBx þ B0xdVz � B0zdVx � V0xdBz;

Fz6 ¼ V0zdBy þ B0ydVz � B0zdVy � V0ydBz;

Fz7 ¼ 0;
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Fz8 ¼ dðÊVzÞ � B0z½ðB0 � dVÞ þ ðV0 � dBÞ� � ðB0 � V0ÞdBz;

S1 ¼ �ik½V0ydqþ q0dVy�;

S2 ¼ �ik½q0ðV0xdVy þ V0ydVxÞ þ V0xV0ydq� B0xdBy

� B0ydBx�;

S3 ¼ �ik½V2
0ydqþ 2q0V0ydVy � 2B0ydBy þ dpþ ðB0 � dBÞ�;

S4 ¼ �ik½q0ðV0zdVy þ V0ydVzÞ þ V0yV0zdq� B0ydBz

� B0zdBy�;

S5 ¼ �ik½V0ydBx þ B0xdVy � B0ydVx � V0xdBy�;

S6 ¼ 0;

S7 ¼ �ik½V0ydBz þ B0zdVy � B0ydVz � V0zdBy�;

S8 ¼ �ik½dðÊVyÞ � B0y½ðB0 � dVÞ þ ðV0 � dBÞ�
� ðB0 � V0ÞdBy�;

where

dðÊVjÞ ¼ ðÊ0dVj þ V0jdÊÞjj¼fx;y;zg;

Ê0 ¼ 0:5q0V2
0 þ B2

0 þ p0j=ðj� 1Þ;

dÊ ¼ dEþ dpþ ðB0 � dBÞ;

dp ¼ ðj� 1ÞðdE� 0:5V2
0dq� q0ðV0 � dVÞ � ðB0 � dBÞÞ:
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